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1. Introduction. On this occasion, natural and social scien
tists are drawn together by a common concern - to discuss
the place of statistics in their various disciplines. Consequent
ly, we acquaint ourselves with the functions and activities,
techniques and methods of different disciplines as well as the
limitations and difficulties faced in contributing to knowledge
made possible through statistics. Concrete and reliable evi
dences of truth obtained by each discipline in this manner
enrich our fund of generalizations about man and his world.

For the social scientists, the focus of study is on man's
social behavior - his practices and malpractices, his problems,
his innovations, his institutions, the inevitable, changes in
human values and the continuous reassessment of his plans
and goals. It is the intention of this paper to show that sta
tistical studies in education could be utilized by social scien
tists in describing man's behavior and possibly point to more
effective social ioteractions especially in the school setting.

Needless to say, education covers a very broad range of
areas for study than can be treated statistically. Depth studies
of the learner and the learning process, understanding the
intricacies of the human mind and of personality dimensions
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might best be approached by other ways than: the quantite,
tive, Likewise, relevant experiences in' and out of school,
various social situations - student-teacher relations, teacher
administrator relations, even relationship between students and
their parents or with their peers may need to be qualitatively
described rather- than statistically treated.. '; In the larger con
text of formal education, siumerous antecedents determine the
patterns of social behavior - philosophical, sociological, poli
tical, or historical. Thus the organizational structure of an
educational institution, the prevailing types of schools, the
educational system itself, - if these are studied at all - may
require many other research designs such as documentary ana
lysis or case studies and the like. Where then will statistics
come in?

2. Educational Studies and Statistics. Surveys of charac
teristics of school settings and their constituencies are essen
tially statistical studies. School statistics such as enrolments
distributed by sex, by grade level, by courses, by institutions;
the number and follow-up of graduates; correlational and
evaluative studies; validation studies; content analysis of tests
and course materials; comparative and experimental studies in
education all provide statistical data that can be perused by
interested researchers. In the College of Education, U.P., out
of a total of 371 studies done from 1918 to 1967 by education
graduate students, 237 or 64% made use of statistics. One
hundred twelve or 30% were surveys; 106 or 28% were evalua
tive; 15 or 4% were correlational and 4 or 1% were experi
mental studies. The earlier ionvestigations, being mostly base
line data, were necessarily surveys. Much encouragement has
yet to be made for more experimentation in. education.

How have our social scientists availed themselves of these
researches? Oftentimes, we hear critics deplore certain condi
tions in our society, including the plight of education and yet
.they do not, in their comments, reflect one true mark of the
educated man; that is, express some skepticism over such situa-
tions. Do they truly exist? Serious indictments spoken with
assurance require some supporting, evidence. Certainly, there
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are available statistics that could have beec cited. The NSDB
has collected 4355 graduate theses from 1913 to 1960, in 44
fields of specializations done at our local universities. Of
these, 1,728 are in education. Many of these are statistical
in nature and await annotation and dissemination. To date,
it seems that only graduate students read these researches
either as related studies, as models for their own research or
as bases in choosing their own research topics. After the sub
mission of research papers as partial requirements for gradua
tion towards a degree, these studies are usually stacked in
libraries and remain unpublished. The extent of present use
of these studies is not commensurate to all the years, time, ef
fort, expense, 'sleepless nights, care and thought put into them
by both students and research advisers. If these findings
'could reach the proper school authorities, government and civic
agencies, curriculum experts, and social scientists not just for
their implementation but also for the advancement of know
ledge, theo one step in the amelioration of social life may have
been taken. A number of studies will be cited here to illus
trate what other social scientists may look into.' Only per
tinent aspects, however, will be mentioned for lack of time.

3. Dropouts and cultural practices. What for instance,
would be of interest to an anthropologist? The study of
R. Medina in 1961 .revealed, after a survey of the causes of
dropouts of Mohammedan' children in Zamboaoga City, that
religion, customs and traditions were notdetermining factors .
Amceig the main causes mentioned for dropouts were poverty.
ill health, change of residence, and helping of parentslv. On
the other hand, a survey of cultural practices in the Mountain
Province among the high school students in Bontoc studied by
A. Sumedca in 1964 showed effects of such practices on stu
dent misbehaviorf". The tolerance of drinking among the youth
resulted in their attendance of classes in a state of intoxication,
irregular attendance and commission of irresponsible acts with
in the school confines. The social practice of frequenting the
"olog" contributed to promiscuity, early marriages, dropouts
and distraction in their studies. The nursing of belligerent at
titudes to ncei-residents, includin~ teachers,' led to open defiance
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of authority and difficulty in enforcing discipline. What wiH
experts on cultural minorities say about these observations
that will enlighten the people concerned and possibly help
improve their condition?

Surveys were not confined only to the non-Christian
groups. Social workers and health practitioners will find the
study. of P. Bautista in 1962 pertinent to their specializations.
He surveyed home conditions and practices in Macabebe as
these affect personal hygiene and community healtht'", He found
in his survey that the houses had no facilities for washing "
hands or feet, nor for bathing. Drinking was dcne from com-
mon glasses, wiping with the same towel, and combing with
the same comb. Houses were disorderly and dirty; toilets were
unclean. Add to this the prevalence of superstitious beliefs
as. reported by D. Abara in her study of pupils in Northern
Luzonr". There the people close the windows of rooms with
sick persons to drive out evil spirits. While the studies were
done primarily for their curricular implications for health in-
struction, they indicate that the adults in these communities
have much to learn of practices that would lead to a healthier
and more scientific outlook. Can social workers do anything
about these situations ?

. 4. Parental influence. Sociologists may, by their study of
the family and the isiteracttons of its members, expect to find •
evidence of parental influence on their children's choices of 'pro-
fessions. Fernandez reported high correlation between courses
chosen by senior students in high school and those of their
parents' choices for them in the direction of the more highly
prestigioust'". This observation raises the question: Is it best
for Hie parents to choose the careers of their children?

Students would make their own preferences if given the
freedom to do so. Eduave analyzed subject preferences of
1514 sixth grade students in Maniia[6l. He found out that boys
preferred mathematics; health and sciences, and social studies,
while girls preferred language, music, arts, physical education,
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Philippine and work education. Fifty per cent of the respon
dents considered mathematics as difficult.

5. Proficiency in mathematics. It is interesting to note
that the differences in performance iei mathematics was re
ported by L. Basilla to be correlated to personality dif
ferences!": She took personality measures using scales and
teacher-judgments of high acid low achievers in mathematics
among third year students at the Caloocan High School, a
total of 678 students. She found out that high achievers were
relatively free from anxiety and selfdoubt, had the ability to
act Independently, and to get along with others, as well as the
ability to manipulate symbols. The low achievers scored high
in flexibility and femininity. They were more concerned with
personal pleasure and diversion, were slow in thought and
action, apathetic, shy, easygoing, and impulsive. These are
findings that psychologists may wish to confirm or explain.
There are many researches en factors affecting academic per
formance including self-concepts and study ~abits. Ramirez
studied non-intellective factors related to academic performance
of high ability students in secondary schoolsl'".

C. Gonsalvez in 1961, constructed a test to measure the
proficiency level of college freshmen in U.P. for College Math
ematicsl'". She used a total of 613 college freshmen randomly
chosen - 382 boys and 230 girls coming from 91 public high
schools and 160 private high schools. Test results showed that
boys and girls coming from public high school were more pro
ficient in mathematics; that is, they had better understanding
of mathematical concepts than those of the private schools.
In both public and private schools, boys excelled the girls in
mathematics proficiency. Students taking engineering courses
were more proficient in mathematics than those taking other
courses. The weakest spot of the students in the test was pro-

. blem-solving. This information is significant for curriculum
experts in mathematics in their task of curriculum impro:ve
ment and even for revision of instructional procedures. This
finding will also be of concern to those critics who tend to
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compare the products of public and private schools in the
country.

6. Communication media. It is in teaching techniques
where experimentations have been made. Researchers hesitate
to try this approach because of controls required on many va
riables. One of the studies of this type was done by P. Arabit,
She compared the whole-part method to the part whole
method in the teaching of beginning reading with the use
of Pilipino as medium of instructionU'", She equated the
two groups in age, mental ability and economic status. The
whole-part method begins with the introduction of the sen
tence, then the phrase, the words and finally, the analysis of
words and the syllables composing the words. The 'Part
whole method starts with the learning of the vowels and sylla
bles, then combining them to form words, phrases and fi'nally
sentences.

Of the two tests given to subjects in this experiment, the
recognition test had no significant difference between the two
methods, but the comprehension test showed significant results
in favor of the part-whole method. Should such findings not
be conveyed to elementary school teachers of reading to en
courage similar trials in their schools?

Whon it comes to dissemination, communication experts
will agree that some media are more effective than others for •
certain purposes and situations. Agencies concerned with com-
munity development, for example, may wish to know which
type of informational material in agriculture would be best
for farmers. E. Gomez in 1964 studied the relative effective-
ness of four types of informational materials which she tried
Ol1 142 graduates and participants of leadership and CD-WAY
institutes!'!'. Through analysis of variance, multiple range test
and chi-square, she arrived at some useful findings. The young-
er adults understood better the popular semi-illustrated type
than the semi-technical type of information material. It was
just the reverse for the older adults. There seemed to be a
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change in reading pattern with age - from comic books to

more important information. The respondents con the college
level scored higher for the semi-technical type of information.
Participants with previous ueiderstanding or knowledge of the
new farming practices also scored higher in the popular-semi
illustrated materials. There were no significant differences in
the results of the scores according to sex, religion and occu
pation. However, single adults understood better the semi
technical materials while married adults scored higher in the
popular semi-illustrated type.

What about research on teachers and school administra
tors? Bureau officials and divisico superintendents will be
glad to know that the scholars they send for graduate studies
choose for their research, topics very relevant to their work
in the field - not just to inquire about existing conditicns
but to seek their improvement. Some of these studies are in
descriptive form while others are evaluative and a few are
experimental. B. Lao studied certain characteristics of teachers
that influenced their participaticci in faculty meetings'Pt. Among
her findings were the comparatively greater participation in
faculty meetings by teachers who were longer in the service,
had higher educational attainment, had earned some distieic
tions (awards or scholarship), were older and were married.
Differences in major fields of specialization did ciot seem to
be significant in the-if participation. Valisno's study of area
supervisors of the Bureau of Private Schools was directed to
the problems affecting their performance and duties[l31. It re
vealed that only 34 % of those assigned met the academic re
quirement required for the position. Thus, the need for more
in-service training, conferences and professional libraries was
expressed. This is a healthy sign since awareness of needs
is the first step in the improvement of a situation. The next
step involving implementation will be possible if such researches
reach the proper authorities.

7. Correlation and other evaluative devices. One of our
'big (problems in schools ,is the selection of students and their
placemen t dn the courses. best fitted for them. .Canten tanalysis
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of tes.ts used by our local schools had been made to determine
their effectiveness as admission tools. Jesena in 1962 item
analyzed 318 test papers on the L. Padilla mental ability test
as an admission tool at the D.P. Iloilo Collegel-". She found.
out that the prediction of health education aeid literature was
slightly significant at r's of .35 and .38 respectively. Rela
tionship between predicted grades and actual grades in Geei
eral Science, Philippine Government, Arithmetic and Compo
sitico, and Filipino showed substantial relationship. Predicted
sod actual grades in Philippine History were most closely re
lated, with an r of .63.

Not all tests in these researches could, however, come
from local sources. So much has yet to be done in the area
of test construction especially of standardized tests in educa
til;D. Thus, P. Lorenzo in correlating reading performance to
.academic achievement of college students had to use all Amer
ican tests in readingt-O. Very low predicted values were ob
tained. Rabago encountered a similar problem when she cor
related the scores in the Differential Aptitude tests with
grades in science subjects of the D.P. Preparatory School stu
dents'". She used multiple regression and multiple correla
tion coefficient. The norms of the imported test were 'non
applicable. She had to prepare her own. Her findings indi
cated that grades in biology predicted for scores on tests with
high language factor; grades in chemistry predicted for scores
with high verbal reasoning and mechanical reasoning while

.grades in physics predicted for scores in numerical ability and
abstract reasoning.

Validation studies would be of value to test-constructors.
These point out the best way to revise tests such as entrance
examinations, achievement tests and other evaluative devices.
However, these suggestions go to waste unless duly imple
mented.

8. Concluding Remarks. The examples of studies men
tioned in this paper are a few of the statistically treated re
searches in education for social scientists to consider in their
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interpretation of man's social behavior. These studies could
suggest other areas of investigations and more refined designs
for statistical analysis. Since the trend nowadays is towards
production of more research, the intelligent use of research
tools should be the next concern of research experts. Genuine
appreciation, understanding and competence in statistics ought
to be aimed at especially among graduate students. Students
tend to approach statistics courses with timidity and awe. Such
attitude blocks the comprehension even of promising would-be
researchers. The number of studies that calls for statistical

• skills could have been much more.

To improve this situation, statisticians could help re
searchers in many ways other than as consultants and resource
persons. First of all, they could guide our students to a more
positive approach towards statistics as a valuable tool for
research. Secondly, they could include education students in
their in-service training programs. Thirdly, they could insti
tute or encourage our unit to institute more statistical courses
suited to our needs. Fourthly, they could help us design re
search resulting in national impact. Since the government
spends so much for education, we ought to do more studies
that will resolve vital issues in education. Why not more pro
jection studies, experimentations and cross-cultural studies on

• significant matters in different countries and regions? Teacher

education programs may be compared, tests may be constructed
and standardized, more curriculum materials could be evaluated.

We in education invite our colleagues in the other dis
ciplines to think and work with us in these research endeavors.

Let no one be guilty of absolute disinterest and deliberate isola
tion, for the task of the social scientist is great in keeping pace

with the natural and physical sciences. They have harnessed

so- much of nature. We hardly understand man. We need
dialogues initiated in gatherings such as this to liberate ideas

••
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that could lead the earnest student, faculty member, research
teams, agencies and even enterprising private individuals to
discover scientists and enlarge our generalizations about man.
The Jesuit philosopher Pierre Teilhard de Chardin aptly said,
"'Because the world is round, men cannot escape from each
other, but must always move closer. As they rub their minds
together, they become keener, brighter, more curious, more
human." May such thoughts guide us in our deliberations
in this conference.
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